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Newsletter: 22 July 2022
Dates for your diary:

Children return to School
5 September

Stars of the week
Ash: Lily
Beech: Rory
Cedar: All of Cedar Class
Oak: Thomas
Willow: All of Willow Class
Golden Leaves
Ash: Louis
Beech: Stafford
Cedar: All of Cedar Class
Oak: Grace
Willow: All of Willow Class
Stars of the week last week
Ash: James P & Harry
Beech: Molly
Cedar: Ava
Oak: Nicholas
Golden Leaves
Ash: Ben
Beech: Drew & Henry
Cedar: Amelie
Oak: Charlie
Willow: William

Message from Sarah Price
Wow! What a way to end the
term with so many families
dressing up to support Ellie’s
fancy dress finale. This morning
really did bring home the amazing community togetherness that
Sampford has. There were so
many amazing outfits but I do
have to give a special mention
to Mr Britton as his outfit really
did make me laugh out loud!
The last day of term is always emotional. Saying farewell to children and members of staff is never easy.
Our wonderful Year 6 children are moving on and it
has been amazing for me to watch them grow, mature
and develop over the last 3 years. However, some of
our staff have witnessed their transformation since
they were toddlers and we all feel very privileged to
have been lucky enough to be part of their journey
through primary school. Uffculme are very luck to have
such a talented group of children joining them and we
look forward to hearing about their accomplishments
when they come back to visit us.
Enjoy your Summer and we look forward to welcoming
you back on 5 September for another year of fun and
exciting learning!
Willow Class (Pre-school)
Hello everybody. Now we are at
the end of the school year, we
just want to wish you all a
peaceful and happy summer
break. It has been a wonderful
year with so much fun and
learning. Please take care and
we will see you all soon.
Oak Class (Reception and Year 1)

This week in Oak Class, we have been keeping cool
by finding shade and doing calm activities such as
reading under the shade of the tree. We have also
been planning and building bridges to test if a car
could travel over and under it: Reception used Duplo
and Year 1 used junk modelling materials. They then
tested their bridges and discussed their designs. On
Wednesday, to support transition, we had a pirate
party with Cedar and Willow classes in the hall; we had
snacks and played pirate themed games. It was so
much fun! Towards the end of the week, we attended
the Year 6 Leavers Service which was lovely.

Cedar Class (Years 1 and 2)
What an amazing end to
our school year. I have
loved every moment and I
am so proud of all the
progress the children have
made. I would like to take
this opportunity to thank all
the parents for all the support you have given the children. We ended the year with
an amazing pirate party where we walked the plank and
looked for treasure. We have also had the opportunity to
join Willow and Oak Class with different activities
throughout the week. We loved experimenting with the
water play especially on the really hot days. I hope everyone has an amazing Summer holidays and I wish all the
children the best of luck for the future!
Beech Class (Years 3 and 4)
Beech class have been very
busy this week and have had
a lovely end to the year. We
made our Mayan inspired dips
on Monday (and tasted them
all too) and wrote up our recipes on Tuesday. In RE, we
also wrote our own recipes for
a better world based on the
discussions we have had this
half term. Earlier this week,
we worked in teams to solve
lots of different maths problems which really made our
brains hurt! Time for a very well-deserved break ready to
come back refreshed in September.
Ash Class (Years 5 and 6)
Mr Snow has been really proud of how the children have
continued to work over the past 2 weeks. We have been
busy capping off our North American geography and
history topic by making our own moccasins. The children
have measured, created paper models, cut out templates
and fabric and joined them together with loop or blanket
stitching (obviously there has been lots of resilience and
perseverance on show!) They have also written a piece
of writing inspired by the book 'Where My Wellies Take
Me' where they have written a first-person narrative,
painted an accompanying picture and found a poem to
join it all together. The pieces are saved onto their One
Drive Office 365 accounts. We also took time out of the
classroom to cool off under the tress and gazebos - reading and listening to stories. Ash Class and Mr Snow
would like to take this moment to wish everyone an
amazing Summer
holiday; we hope
you have a great
time and we wish the
current Year 6s all
the best in their journey onto Uffculme in
September.

